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While

everyone was trudging back to
school in the first week of January, six of
our sailors journeyed up north to take part
in this prestigious regatta. The team of
Calvin, Yuhui, Eric, Mok, Aretha and Justin
went up against the sailors from the
Malaysian Navy and Yacht clubs and after
five days of bobbing around in light air,
eating prata and issuing down-downs,
finished 3 rd in the Open Sportsboat
category and 2nd for the Under25s.
Some of the more interesting things that
happened include trying to get room on
Jelik at the bottom mark, yes that 75ft
Mothership, meeting Yarhmeh’s
doppelganger and even re-doing the whole
spin halyard in record time! Perhaps the
only disappointing thing was that no one
went down, save for some destruction in
Eric’s room by the Aussies. Congrats to the
team for their effort and performance!
PS: Mixing Wasabi, Chilli Sauce, Vanilla
Coke and Vitamin C gives you a nonalcoholic absinthe.
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AGM
By Seah Yujia

THE 16

of past generations of presidents, our ever
supportive team manager Andrew, but
also many fresh faces. This is of little
surprise since the incoming batch of
freshman alone accounts for 40% of the
club’s 48 active members. Looking to tap
into this cesspool of potential and talent,
the club also welcomed their new coach,
Chris Lim! As the former President of the
6th SMU Sailing Exco AND the TDO of the
7th SMU Sailing Exco, Chris has a clear
and solid understanding of the club’s
functions, as well as their strengths and
weaknesses. Combining his wealth of
experience from competing and winning
in many fleet racing and match racing
regattas across the region, he is
undeniably the perfect fit for the job!

of January was greeted with a
rare punctuality as sailors gathered outside
SOE SR 4.2 before seven, eager to hear
what this year’s Annual General Meeting
had in store for them. As sailors rolled into
the room one by one; some sporting
nervous faces, others a tiny sombrero, once
everyone had taken his or her seats, the
meeting was in full swing.
th

Beginning with an opening address by the
newly anointed President Terena Lam, the
committee aims to develop sailors who are
ever ready to face the fierce competition
and choppy seas through intensive
trainings and seize every opportunity for
more race exposure! Recapping the club’s
achievements made in 2012, this year’s
racing calendar looks equally if not more
exciting with the return of signature
regattas like the Singapore Straits Regatta
and Top of the Gulf Regatta, along with
other fresh events like the Asia Pacific
Student Cup Match Race and enchanting
twilight races on the club’s SB20s at the
bay.

Other exciting highlights included a
revamp of the club’s website, a muchneeded Starry Night countdown clock as
well as new team attire. In a bid to boost
our online popularity and showcase our
fun-loving party side, Mar-Comms
Director Pufang hopes to increase our
Facebook likes to a whopping 300 so keep
those updates and Instagrams coming!

Taking a look around the room, this year’s
AGM was not only graced with the presence
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The meeting finally came to a close with our
Logistics Director’s address. Using her good
looks, wit and charm, Yujia introduced a new
Lost and Damaged Items Policy, to show a
little TLC for our precious boats and
equipment. Beyond that, sailors can also look
forward to engine flushing and wildly
popular wet t-shirt parties cleaning their
boats on alternate weekends.
Despite the timely arrival of our guests, the
same, unfortunately, could not be said for the
food. Several minutes of awkward stares and
silence ensued before the much-awaited
pizzas finally arrived. As sailors stuffed their
faces with salami and cheese, t-shirts and
drinks were handed out, not to mention a
very special video of a very special TDO
slipping during a tack at a very special
competition at the start of the year.
All in all, we would like to thank OSL and
SSU for their incredible support, as well as
the outgoing Exco for their constant help.

HERE’S TO A NEW YEAR AND ALL THE
BEST TO EVERYONE!
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The highly-anticipated

Singapore Straits
Regatta 2013

WITH

a record-breaking 40 sailors
consisting of both undergrads and alumni
sailing onboard our 5 SMU boats, as well on
Windsikher, Waka Tere and the SB20s, this
year’s Singapore Straights Regatta was
definitely a regatta of many firsts.
It was the first time on the helm for
Camelia, Sam and Collin and little did they
know that their adventures at sea –
including showcases of their remarkable
man-overboard skills, epic-ly late starts
were to become a legacy that would be
retold in generations of sailors to come.
Gusty conditions of up to 18 knots on all
race days matched those of last year’s, but
were nothing our sailors couldn’t handle,
and with a few slight hiccups here and there

the crew aboard Shengli, JMM, SMUve and
SMUmad put in a truly commendable effort
overall.
Victories are made sweeter because of its
tribulations and on the second race day
SMUmad’s ever-eager mains trimmer
Judith fell prey to Poseidon not once but
twice in a race, and as if all that action
wasn’t enough, bowman Terna Lam topped
it off by slipping quietly off the bow during
the last upwind leg.
Get a glimpse of some exciting footage
here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=IFmaWnqNs
Ec
(and more through our Facebook Page!)
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As if craving some onboard action herself,
SMUve ended its passage race on the third
day with a resounding Chinese gybe right at
the finish line which resulted in Camelia to
MOB and also cost Alexi part of his two
front teeth- but don't worry Xi, Gwen still
loves you and so do the rest of us.
(Update: For our concerned readers, Alexi has
since gotten fixed the chip(s) in his teeth and has
embarked on his amazing exchange in Belgium.
Below is a photo of his gleaming smile J)

Among other things, self-proclaimed
beaching veteran Calvin Lim proved
himself wrong and showed us how
“broaching” veteran might be a more
appropriate title for him than “beaching”
this time round, with Shengli broaching
around the last downwind rounding also on
the second race day.
Off the waters, the sailors also showed their
first-class boat handling skills by coming up
tops in a Boat Building Competition at
Nongsa which they built from scratch using
newspapers and Styrofoam and a little help
from Leona Lewis (see below), despite the
fierce competition.
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On a happier note, our first-time skippers Camelia and Samantha did SMU Sailing proud
coming in 1st and 2nd respectively in the one design Platu class. Team Shengli and JMM
too sailed a good course and came in overall 2nd and 4th in the J24 class.
Congratulations all sailors for a job well done!
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